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FRANK HOWELLâ€™S PAINTINGS dazzle the viewer with their luminous colors and haunting

images. A unique chronicler of the native people and natural beauty of the Southwest, Howell pulls

us into a spiritually charged world resonant with multiple meanings. Whether heâ€™s painting a pair

of hands, a bird in flight, or the face of an old woman, Howell can look upon the familiar and see

something no one else sees. His sense of wonder and his passion make his often solitary figures

enormously expressive; they inhabit a physically spare but spiritually rich universe that Howell

reveals through his extraordinary artistry.
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â€œMichael Frenchâ€™s accompanying biographical text is informative, delivering insight into

Howellâ€™s life and how it shaped him into a celebrated painter. But the real treasure here is in

Howellâ€™s own comments about his paintings.â€•â€”Santa Fe New Mexican

"When one stands before any kind of art, it should tell nothing. It should, however, create the infinity

of questions begetting questions. It should be a mirror that is not superficial, in that it reflects the

physical self. That reflection is emotional and historical but it is a pathway to insight into a more

spiritually significant present."-- Frank Howell

Just love his work. This is a beautiful collection and story.



What more can I say. I'm a fan of Frank Howell's artwork. I have several of his books setting on

shelves displayed as artwork like you would a picture. I just feel like I could reach out and touch

them and they would be real. The way he creates hair is amazing.

Very nice prints well done thanks

So glad to have found this book that has so many of Frank Howell's art. After visiting the gallery in

Santa Fe many times and seeing some of these very same pictures displayed, what enjoyment to

be able to pick up this book and enjoy them at home. The history of Frank Howell was interesting as

he lived in our area at one time. Great book, pretty pictures.

Gorgeous, wonderful !!

I love this book. Delivered promptly in excellent condition. I love Frank Howell and it is always nice

to learn more about an artist you love. I would recommend highly.

wonderful book
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